


of sick and dying babies', that she at once associated, with ^fr a few generous-hearted,
f\, public-spirited; men and women^whic h notion resulted in the formation

of the Association.

To "Help Save The Babies" $£ the slogan of the organization.

It was the inalienable right of every child I set forth to be veil born, to be reared

healthfully and to be happy. Biologically, I said, the first two or three years of a

child's life are extremely important, because these are the foundation years and for

millions of children the .vhole of life is conditioned by these first few years.

The ftork I as surged, ray hearers, was not only philanthropic but educational

and patriotic as wellĴ J
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)n every side, I declared, we hear the cry of the conservation of our

natural resources. To my mind, I said, the conservation that should most seriously be

looked into is the conservation of child life,*for -the child is the greatest asset of the

state - it is the hope of the Nation.
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I reminded my hearers that we are our brother1s keeper and that it is

for us to make ourselves permanently useful to th&se less fortunate babies. Vvhy, I asked,

will then our men and women, young and old, not aid in ?/ork such as this, for people

suffer, ( I insisted) and they grow sensibly lowered in vitality if they only pursue

pleasure and freedom from care and responsibility. Those who remain away from work such

as this, ( I fairly shouted) lose the most, for there is nothing that so deadens the

sympathies, no-thing that so stunts the powers of enjoyment, as the constant keeping away
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froir. the opportunities oT helpfulness 5 and the nersistent ignoring of the starvation

struggles that make up half the race l*yl sat clown and Bishop Whitehead in his

inimitable way - with a low bow to the audience and an ec.u3.ly chivalrous bo?? to me

said. "Ladies and Gentlemen, we have chosen mlli •?" ^ ^ ^ ^ l J L i ^*v^L*, C^^-A v . i r ^
' Chauncey Depewess." Hearty laughter

(̂ ju îi
greeted this finale,)£^/^As\jU^ To this hour I con remember the embarrassment

^
suffered through this couplet* I arose --md •.•ith blood suffusing ray face, I bowed

in mock solemnity ?nci retired .^yAs-^iA^ in the audience.
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